Quilt-Pro 6
Using Magic Mirror to Create a Block

The Magic Mirror Tools lets you take blocks and combine them together to make new blocks.
Use the Magic Mirror when you want to create new blocks without drawing any patches. The
Magic Mirror takes a single block and repeats it in "mini" layouts of 4, 9 12 etc. blocks

Save and close all open document
windows that are in use. Then press the
New File button on the ribbon bar.
To Open the Magic Mirror
Click on the Effects Menu and Select Magic
Mirror. The Magic Mirror box opens.
Tip: If you have a block already open, that
block will display in the Magic Mirror.
1- Block Library - The same major categories
as in the block library
2- View Basics - View the blocks in the Basics
folder. This is the default folder.
3- Block Viewer - View more blocks using the
scroll bar to the right
4- Search Bar - Use the search bar to find
other blocks to use.
5- Affect all Sections - Select this option if
you want all sections to be affected by
options you use. We will use it unselected.
6- MM Toolbar- See below for more
discussion on the tool bar
7- Block Size - The size of the new block. Use
arrows to increase or decrease size.
8- Section Counts - Use arrows to increase or
decrease the number of sections.
9- New Document - Place finished block in a
new Document.
10- Star Over - Clears all sections.
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1.
2.
3.

Move to the Section Counts area
and set to 3 Across and Down.
Set Block Width and Height to
12".
Select the 2 Triangles block and
then click the 4 center sections as
shown in the image.

Now select one of the Rotate tools and
click on each of the x'd blocks until they
are in the same position they are in the
image.
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Scroll down the block list to find
the Butterfly block and add to
the 4 corners of the sections.

Use the Rotate or Flip tools to
adjust the position of the corner
blocks.
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In the Search Box, type in
Friendship Star and press the
Search button.
When the block appears on
screen, add it to the center
section.
Except for coloring, the block is
complete. Press the New
Document button and the block
will appear on your work area.

Now color as desired.
Use File menu, Save As and give
your new block a name.
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